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After many many attempts to read I finally finished. Warning...it was a long and arduous read. I was
very fascinated at first with the classifications of the highway system but the monotony quickly
began with the design vehicles and turning radii charts. This was followed up with even more charts
and discussions that were extremely dry. The discussion on superelevations piqued my interest,
especially when the concepts of turn widening and intersection sight distance were used to
compound the scenario. I couldn't put it down through that section. But in the end this book is never
going to be a best seller. It lacks any kind of character development. Though all the chapters are
related in some form through the overarching theme of the book, it never really follows up with what
happens next when it moves to the next chapter. It introduces new conflicts each time and thus
should be viewed as more of a collection of short stories and not a complete book from beginning to
end. You could more or less read each chapter out of order and not miss much. Because this wasn't
explained in the description I will give it three stars instead of four. I left this on my coffee table to
discuss with visitors and haven't had any conversation last longer than five minutes. Last attempt
was when my girl friend brought her friends over, one of which was very attractive, and they did not
even ask a single question when I told them about it. So really I should give this book two stars but
because I leaned so much I'm keeping it at three.

The AASHTO Green book. If you need a review for a description of this book, you've probably
stumbled upon the wrong item.

This is one of those books that you only buy because you need it for school or work. Trying to read
and understand it without a PhD in Civil Engineering is virtually impossible. It does a good job of
justifying many PhD dissertations and explaining engineering theory. In the end what is needed is
often just the design tables and charts. could also list this book in the category "Health & Personal
Care" as a medical treatment to cure insomniacs.
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